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that the answer would be No, I would not, which would be 3
coloured-future form, meaning I sJiould never consent to believe.
Rule 4. Second-person Questions.
Second-person questions invariably have Sh. or \V. by
assimilation to the answer expected.
It may be added, since it makes the application of the rule
easier, that the second-person questions belonging not to the
plain future but to the pure system are also, though not because
of assimilation, the same in regard to Sh. and W. as their
answers. Thus Will you come? Yes, I will (each on its merits),
as well as Shall you be there? Yes, I shall (assimilation). Should
you not have known? Yes, I should (each on its merits; sliould
means ought), as well as What should you think? I should think
you were right (assimilation). The true form for all second-
person questions, then, can be ascertained by deciding what
the expected answer is.
This completes what need be said about principal sentences,,
with the exception of one important usage that might cause
perplexity. If some one says to me 'You would think so-
yourself if you were in my position', I may either answer 'No.,
I should not3 regularly, or may catch up his word, and retain
the W., though the alteration of person requires Sh. Thus—
'Would I, though? No, I wouldn't*. Accordingly,
Rule 5. Echoes.
A speaker repeating and adapting another's words may
neglect to make the alteration from Sh. to W., or from W. to-
Sh., that an alteration of the person strictly requires.
We have now all the necessary rules for principal sentences,
and can put down a few examples of the right usage, note-
worthy for various reasons, and some blunders, the latter
being illustrated in proportion to their commonness. The
number of the rule observed or broken will be added in brackets
for reference. The passage from Johnson with which the
correct examples begin is instructive.

